Green Campus Committee

March 23, 2011


Garden: Dick passed out a budget and timeline estimate for the garden. A landscape architect is very expensive. There is concern that a pathway to the gazebo needs to be ADA compliant. We will not put a pathway in, but we will have it envisioned for the future. Dick will contact American Beauty landscaping. We will need to consider watering. There is a budget for this. We should ask the landscape architect about more drought resistant plants.

Earth Day: We discussed getting more vendors for Earth Day. We should contact Mutiera about the drumming group. Chris, Ed, Mary, and Jamie Zibulsky can be there. Ed will reserve tables and chairs and talk to them about electricity on the circle. We can ask Alice about Pepsi. Cynthia emailed Jessica Harris. Someone needs to get in touch with student government and the commuter council. Ed will arrange to move the plants from the greenhouse to the library circle. Plants should be in the shade.

Next Meeting: Wednesday, April 6 at 2:30 pm